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ll federally qualified health centers and lookalikes (collectively referred to as “health
centers”) must utilize a sliding fee discount
schedule tthat provides discounts to eligible patients
base
eir family
y si
ze and income. The Health
based on th
their
size
erv es Re
sou ce A
dmin
Services
Resource
Administration
(HRSA) recently
released PIN 2014-02, which provides clarification on
th
he slidi
ng fee discount program and related billing
the
sliding
d collection
ll
and
requirements.1 PIN 2014-02 supersedes
all other previous health center program guidance
and policy issued on sliding fee discount schedule
requirements.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
In addition to the regular fee schedule, health centers
must have a sliding fee schedule for low-income and
indigent individuals and a system in place to determine
eligibility for and application of the sliding fee discount
program. In particular, statute and regulations provide
that:2
1. Health centers must prepare a schedule of fees for
services that covers the reasonable costs of providing the services included in the approved scope of
project and is consistent with locally prevailing rates
or charges.3
2. Health centers must prepare and use a sliding fee
discount schedule (SFDS) so that the amounts that
eligible patients pay for health center services are
adjusted based on the patient’s ability to pay.4 All
SFDSs must include the following elements:
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applicability to all individuals and
families with annual incomes at or
below 200 percent of the federal
poverty guidelines (FPG);5
full discount for individuals and
families with annual incomes at or
below 100 percent of the FPG, or
allowance for a nominal charge,6
consistent with board-approved
health center policy;
partial sliding fee discount based
on family size and income for individuals and families with incomes
above 100 and at or below 200 percent of the FPG; and
no sliding fee discounts for individuals and families with annual incomes
above 200 percent of the FPG.
3. Health centers must make every reasonable effort to obtain reimbursement
from third-party payors (e.g., Medicaid,
CHIP, Medicare, and any other public
asssis
i ta
p g
o private health
assistance
program
or
inssurra e) 7
insurance).
In
n aaddition,
dd
ditio every serv
service
ice w
within
ithin a he
health
th
ntterr’s approved scope of project for which
center’s
t r has
has established
stab shed a charge,
charge
e,
the health center
h service type or mode
d off
regardless of the
service delivery, must be made available to
all health center patients regardless of ability to pay.8

GOVERNING BOARD OVERSIGHT
Health center governing boards must
approve general health center policies,
including those associated with the sliding fee discount program. Day-to-day direction and management responsibility for
implementing the operating procedures
for the sliding fee discount program rests
with health center staff under the direction
of the chief executive officer or executive
director. However, the board is responsible
for reviewing evaluations of the sliding fee
discount program and for updating policies or directing the chief executive officer
(CEO), as appropriate.9 In addition, health
centers should routinely provide for staff
training on implementation of sliding fee
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discount program policies and supporting
operating procedures.
All aspects of a health center’s sliding fee
discount program must be based on written policies that have been approved by its
governing board, applied uniformly to all
patients, and further supported by operating
procedures. At a minimum, the following
areas must be addressed in the sliding fee
discount program policies and procedures:
patient eligibility for the SFDS, including definitions of income and family size
and frequency of re-evaluation of patient
eligibility;
documentation and verification requirements to determine patient eligibility for
the SFDS;
specific structure of the SFDS itself;
billing and collections; and
provisions for waiving fee(s) and
nominal charges for specific patient
circumstances.10
The governing board also has discretion
rregarding
garding ce
tai optional aspects of the
certain
hea
lth ccenter’s
enter’ sliding fee discount prohealth
gram. Those are as follows:
alternative mechanisms for determining patient eligibility for the SFDS where
documentation/verification is unavailable (e.g., self-declaration, conditional
SFDS eligibility) and for making these
mechanisms available to the entire
patient population, regardless of income
level, sliding fee discount pay class, or
population type;
establishing and collecting nominal
charges;
use of multiple SFDS, if applicable, with
appropriate justification(s);
applicability of SFDS or other discounts
relative to supplies and equipment associated with services covered by the
SFDS; and/or
other provisions related to billing and
collections including payment incentives, grace periods, payment plans, or
refusal to pay guidelines.11
If a health center elects to include any of
these optional items, the governing board
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must adopt and approve policies and supporting operating procedures for each item.

FEE SCHEDULE
The health center must ensure that its
fees cover the reasonable costs of services
provided by the center and are consistent
with locally prevailing rates or charges for
the service. The health center’s fee schedule should address all in-scope services
(required and additional)12 and should be
used for payments by patients as well as
third-party payors. The health center conducts regular periodic cost analyses and
changes in the local health market and
must adjust fees, as appropriate, based on
those cost analyses, as well as changes in
the local health care market.

Services
The first step in establishing the health
center’s fee schedule is to determine those
se
erv
vice
i es th
s
services
that will have distinct
fees. Health
ce
entterr se
erv es, labo
ratory ser
rvices, an
or
center
services,
laboratory
services,
and/or
m
med
dically
y related
r ated supplies
re
supplies and
an
nd equipment
eq ipm nt
medically
ay
y be
be combined into a single fee, consismay
prev
vailing standards
s ndards of
of care
c
tent with both prevailing
13
h
Multiple
l
and locally prevailing charges.
visits (such as those associated with prenatal care) also may be grouped together
with a single fee. The health center’s fee
schedule may include distinct fees for inscope elements, such as enabling services,
as long as they are typically billed and/
or reimbursed separately within the local
health care market.

Reasonable Costs and Locally
Prevailing Charges
In order to establish the fee schedule, the
health center must determine its actual
costs for providing both its required and
its additional (e.g., optional) services to
patients. Having determined its costs for
providing services, the health center also
must consider “locally prevailing charges”
for these services.14 This involves researching, reviewing, and determining charges
used by other health care providers in the

community for the same or similar services.
This information may be available from
a number of sources, such as Medicare,
Medicaid, Resource-Based Relative Value
Scale (RBRVS or RVUs), commercial insurance fee schedules, the FAIR Health Fee
Estimator, or conducting a fee schedule
cost study. If there are no other comparable
health care providers in the community,
health centers may make comparisons to
other, similarly situated communities.

SLIDING FEE DISCOUNT SCHEDULE (SFDS)
Once the health center has established
its fee schedule, it must establish a corresponding SFDS based on a patient’s ability
to pay. All services within the health center’s approved scope of project, whether
required or additional, must be provided on
an SFDS and without regard to the patient’s
ability to pay. Once established, the SFDS
must be revised annually, at a minimum,
to reflect annual updates to the FPG.15

De ermining E
Determining
Eligibility for Sliding
Fee Discounts
Health centers must have supporting
processes/operating procedures in place
for assessing income and household size
for all patients to assist the center and its
patients in determining whether patients
are eligible for sliding fee discounts.16 It is
important that the eligibility determination process be conducted in an efficient,
respectful, and culturally appropriate manner to ensure that administrative operating
procedures for such determinations do not
themselves present a barrier to care.
Eligibility for the SFDS should be based
on a patient’s annual income and family
size under the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services’ (HHS’) annual FPG.
The health center’s governing board must
approve the health center’s definitions of
“family” and “income.” Since the FPG does
not define either what income is to be
counted or whose income is to be included
in the household or family, the health center has some discretion; however, income
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is often defined as the gross income
reported for federal income tax purposes.
This includes gross wages, tips, social security disability, veteran payments, alimony,
child support, military, unemployment,
and public aid. Family is often defined as
the head of household, the spouse, and
their dependents. The definition of dependent varies but often is either tied either to
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) rules or
to those individuals the applicant is legally
obligated to support.
A patient’s application for third-party coverage cannot be a condition for eligibility
for a sliding fee scale discount or to receive
services. Health centers may not deny discounted services on the basis of an individual’s assets if such individuals would be
eligible for the sliding fee scale discount program if they would be eligible under income
guidelines. In addition, limiting an individual’s access to discounts on the basis of citize
ensshi
hiip
i o
or residency
y is not
ot permitted by the
zenship
llaws
aws
a s aand
nd
d rregulations
ulations gov
ernin
ng h
ealth cenngoverning
health
te
ers.. In
ndiv
vid
id als an
d fam
m iess wi
th an
al
ters.
Individuals
and
families
with
annual
co
omes above 200 percent of the FPG are
incomes
iding ffee
ed
cou
unts.17
not eligible for ssliding
discounts.
When verifying income, the
h simplest
approach is to accept the patient’s word at
the time the request is made and request
the individual provide some form of verification within a certain number of days
after the sliding fee discount application
is completed. Verification typically should
include tax returns/paycheck stubs; a
signed letter from the employer stating
hours worked per week or biweekly and
pay per hour; for unearned income —
proof of child support, social security statements, or unemployment check stubs; or if
no household income — a document denying medical assistance.
If the documentation is supplied at a later
date, it is important that the health center
staff ensure that they followup on the application and make sure the information gets
in the file with the application. In addition
to annualized income verification, eligibility may be based on current participation
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in certain federal/state public assistance
programs, examples of which include the
following: Social Security income (disability); free or reduced school lunch program;
temporary assistance for needy families; or
other public assistance programs. All documentation and verification information
should be kept on file with the application,
and the application should be signed by the
patient.
Once the patient has signed the application and the center has completed its
assessment and verification, a patient who
meets the income guidelines would receive
a sliding fee discount based on the SFDS.
The health center’s eligibility determination process must be documented and its
implementation periodically reviewed
for compliance and effectiveness. The
patient’s eligibility term for the program
is usually one year and generally must be
reviewed and renewed as applicable on the
anniversary date of the date the applicattion
on
n for eligi
e
bili is approved. Eligibility
eligibility
term
ms of less than
t
terms
one year are permitted
but rarely used and are more time consuming and costly to administer.

Sliding Fee Discount Schedule
Structure
In accordance with their SFDS policies,
health centers are required to apply a discount to fees charged to patients who have
been determined eligible for sliding fee
discounts. Individuals and families with
annual incomes at or below 100 percent
of the FPG must receive a full discount
for services or, consistent with individual
health center policy, pay only a nominal
charge. All health centers, including those
that serve a large proportion of patients
with incomes at or below 100 percent of
the FPG, must have board-approved policies and supporting operating procedures
which assure that sliding fee discounts will
be applied uniformly to patients who qualify for such discounts based on incomes
above 100 percent and at or below 200 percent of the FPG.
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In order for the SFDS to be structured in
a manner that adjusts based on ability to
pay, an SFDS must have at least three discount pay classes above 100 percent and at
or below 200 percent of the FPG. In addition, these discount pay classes must be
tied to gradations in income levels. Each
health center has discretion regarding how
it structures the SFDS, including the number of discount pay classes, and the types
of discounts (percentage of fee or fixed/flat
fee for each discount pay class) it offers. In
addition to revising the SFDS annually to
reflect updates to the FPG, the structure of
the SFDS also should be evaluated at least
annually for its effectiveness in addressing
financial barriers to care and updated, as
appropriate.18

Establishing and Collecting
Nominal Charges
Health centers must provide a full disco
oun
ntt fo
ffor
or individuals aand families with
count
an
nnuaall iincomes
in mes at or below
below
w 100
100 percent
p
per nt
annual
off th
he FPG.
PG
G 19 Program
Program rregulations
egulation per
permit
mit
the
eallth
h centers
c
health
to adopt a nominal charge
or patients
pa
atie ts at
a or below
below 100
for services for
l
percent of the FPG; however, electing
to
establish a nominal charge is at the discretion of the health center. Depending on the
health center’s patient population, applying a nominal charge may be an appropriate means for health center patients to
invest in their care and to minimize the
potential for inappropriate utilization of
services.
Any health center that chooses to
establish a nominal charge must ensure
that patients are not impeded in accessing services due to their inability to pay.
Specifically, a nominal charge must be
a fixed fee that does not reflect the true
value of the service(s) provided and is
considered nominal from the perspective
of the patient. As these nominal charges
are not intended to create a payment barrier for patients to receive care, nominal
charges are not “minimum fees,” “minimum charges,” or “co-pays.” In addition,

the nominal charge must be less than the
fee paid by a patient in the first “sliding fee
discount pay class” beginning above 100
percent of the FPG.20

Patients with Third-Party Coverage
Who Are Also Eligible for SFDS
Health centers may serve patients with
third-party insurance that does not cover
or only partially covers fees for certain
health center services. These patients
also may be eligible for the SFDS based
on income and family size. In such cases,
subject to potential legal and contractual
limitations,21 the charge for each SFDS pay
class is the maximum amount an eligible
patient in that pay class is required to pay
for a certain service, regardless of insurance status.

Multiple Sliding Fee Discount
Schedules
Sliding fee discounts must apply to all servic
es within
within a health center’s approved
vices
sco
pe of pro
j
scope
project
for which there is an
established charge, regardless of the service type (required or additional) or mode
of delivery (direct, by contract, or by formal referral agreement. Health centers
may elect to have multiple SFDSs based
on services/mode of delivery, but each
of them must comply with PIN 2014-02,
and in cases where the health center has
elected to establish a nominal charge for
patients at or below 100 percent of the
FPG, the charge must meet the criteria
for a nominal charge. In addition, patient
access and uniform implementation must
be taken into consideration in developing
each SFDS, and the health center must
have a plan for routinely evaluating each
SFDS and presenting the information to
the board to ensure that it does not create a
barrier to care.

Referral Services
For services the health center provides
solely via a formal written referral arrangement within the federally approved scope
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of project, where the actual service is
provided and paid for/billed by another
entity, the health center must ensure the
services are available to its patients regardless of their ability to pay and offered on
an SFDS. This SFDS does not need to be
the same as the health center’s SFDS. A
health center also may enter into a formal
written referral arrangement that results
in greater discounts to patients than they
would receive under the health center’s
SFDS policy if such policy were applied
to the referral provider’s fee schedule, as
long as: (a) all health center patients at
or below 200 percent of the FPG receive
a greater discount for these services than
if the health center’s SFDS was applied to
the referral provider’s fee schedule; and
(b) patients at or below 100 percent of the
FPG receive no charge or only a nominal
charge for these services.22 The sliding fee
discount program requirements do not
ap
pplly
l to
to services p
d
apply
provided
via informal
re
efe
f rraall arrangements,
ar ngemen
nts, as th
e h
ealtth cennreferral
the
health
te
er does
do
oes no
n
de su
uch arra
aarrangements
n em ts
ter
not inclu
include
such
serrvi
forr services
in its federally approved scope
of project.23

Advertising the Sliding Fee
Discount Schedule
In order to facilitate patient access and utilization, health centers must ensure that
patients are made aware of the sliding fee
discount program. Health centers should
establish multiple methods for informing
patients of the sliding fee discount program (e.g., signage, registration process).
For example, health centers should prominently post language onsite in the lobby
and cashier’s desk announcing the availability of discounts, and on their Web site
(if one exists), stating that patients will not
be denied services based on inability to pay
and that discounts are available based on
family size and income.
The sliding/discounted fee schedule
should be presented as an option during
a patient’s initial visit. Health centers do
not have to post details of the policy or
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the actual fee schedule. In addition, information about the sliding fee discount program should be available in appropriate
languages and literacy levels for the health
center’s target population.24

BILLING AND COLLECTIONS
Health center billing and collections policies and supporting operating procedures
should address billing patients and thirdparty payors within a reasonable period of
time after services are provided, typically
within 30 days.

Billing Third-Party Payors
Health centers are required to participate
in the state Medicaid and Children’s Health
Insurance programs25 and are required
to make “every reasonable effort” to collect “appropriate reimbursement” from
the Medicare program, Medicaid, CHIP,
and other public assistance programs and
private third-party payors used by their
26
patient populations.
popula
Health centers
patient
mu
st educate
educate patients
p
must
on public or private
insurance options available to them based
on their eligibility for insurance and/or
related third-party coverage. Health centers are required to collect reimbursement
“on the basis of the full amount of fees and
payments for such services without application of any discount.”27

Billing Patients
At the time of the initial patient visit, the
full value of services provided to the patient
should be recorded for billing purposes.
If a nominal fee has been established for
any service, either the discounted charge
or the nominal fee, whichever is greater,
should be imposed, and efforts should be
made to collect this amount in accordance
with the health center’s established billing and collection policies and procedures.
Full charges should be recorded in the
health center accounting records, and an
entry should be made to reflect the value
of the discounted service as an adjustment
against full charges.
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Health centers must make reasonable
efforts to collect payment from patients for
services rendered, while ensuring that no
patient is denied services based on inability to pay.28 Billing and collecting from
patients should be conducted in an efficient, respectful, and culturally appropriate manner, assuring that procedures do
not present a barrier to care and patient
privacy and confidentiality are protected
throughout the process.

Provisions for Waiving Charges
Any provision for waiving charges must
be consistently made available to qualified
patients. Health centers must establish policies and supporting operating procedures
that identify circumstances with specified
criteria for waiving charges, and identify
specific health center staff with the authority to approve the waiving of charges.

Payment
Pa
ay
yme
ent Incentives
Heaalth
Health
H
l h centers
ccen ers may elect
elect to offer
offer prompt
pro
p
pt
pa
aym
me
entt/ca h paym
ment incentives
ncen
ntiv s through
hro gh
payment/cash
payment
oarrd ap
board-approved
billing and collections polintives p
ovi e a di
scount to
cies. Such incentives
provide
discount
h cash
h and/or
d/ who
h pay
patients who pay with
their bills within a specific, expedited timeframe as a method of increasing collections
and reducing billing costs. The operating
procedures that support such a policy must
ensure that these incentives are accessible to all patients, regardless of income
level or sliding fee discount pay class, and
consistently applied without preferential
treatment of any kind. Health centers also
should have a mechanism for communicating the availability of these incentives to all
of their patients.

Refusal to Pay
Health centers may elect to establish “refusal
to pay” policies but must establish supporting operating procedures that define:
what constitutes “refusal to pay;”
what individual circumstances are to be
considered in making such determinations; and

what collection efforts/enforcement
steps are to be taken when these situations occur (e.g., offering grace periods,
establishing payment plans, meetings
with a financial counselor).
Discharging patients due to refusal to
pay should be an action of “last resort” to
be taken only after reasonable efforts have
been made to secure payments and/or
bill for amounts owed to the health center
for services provided. The health center
should document all steps taken to secure
payment from the patient prior to discharging. Health centers should establish related
policies for determining how and when
patients may be permitted to rejoin the
practice at a future date.29

COMPLIANCE PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
AND OVERSIGHT
The health center sliding fee discount
schedule, sliding fee discount program policy and procedure, patient applications and
elig
gibility de
ter
eligibility
determinations
for the sliding
fee disco
unt pr
p
discount
program, signage and Web site
language that advertises the availability of
the sliding fee discount program, and other
related materials should be incorporated
into the health center compliance program.

Policies and Procedures
Health centers are required to develop policies and supporting operating procedures
that include provisions for the sliding fee
scale discount schedule, waiving fees, and
nominal charges for specific patient circumstances. The unique characteristics of target
populations (e.g., individuals experiencing
homelessness) and service areas (e.g., areas
with high cost of living) must be considered
in developing policies and supporting operating procedures to ensure that these elements do not become a barrier to care.

Training and Education
Office staff must be trained annually on
the availability of the program and the policy and procedures for implementation. At
all times at least one staff member working
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should know how to collect the necessary
documentation and determine the discount percentage.

7.

Documentation
Billing and collections compliance program
documentation should include the health
center chargemaster (schedule of fees),
governmental program payor provider
numbers, billing and collection policies
and procedures, and proof of timely billing
of third-party payors. When possible, the
health center’s automated practice management system should support the sliding fee
discount program by having it set the sliding fee class; flag expired accounts; generate
mailing lists for patients whose eligibility
is about to expire so applications can be
mailed; and track the charges, collections,
and visits by sliding fee class in order to be
able to evaluate the collections experience.

Auditing
A
Aud
ditiing
g and Monitoring
g
On
O
n a monthly
m nt y or quarterly
mo
qua
arterly
y basis
ba
asis the
he health
he th
ce
entterr should
shou
ho
ou select
select a sample
sam
mple number
numbe of
center
cco
oun
nt and test for compliance as part of
accounts
r veme t pr
gram A
Auditor
u
rs
its quality improvement
program.
Auditors
l bl
should test eligibility
in various ways,
including but not limited to:
1. policies and procedures specify sliding
fee discount policy;
2. policies and procedures specify the
current fee schedule;
3. policies and procedures specify the
process for charging, obtaining, and
documenting patient charges;
4. policies and procedures specify that
the sliding fee discount policy and
schedule do not allow patients below
100 percent of the FPG to be charged
for services and ensure appropriate
screening and reassessment of patients
to determine SFDS eligibility;
5. billing and collections policies and procedures that do not require full payment prior to service, or deny services
for non-payment;
6. document individual provider and
health center provider numbers for
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8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

participation in Medicaid, Medicare,
and CHIP programs;
document that all staff involved in eligibility determination have participated
in comprehensive training in eligibility
determination requirements;
document that each patient is screened
for insurance coverage and eligibility
for third-party programs or SFDS;
document health center obtains written documentation of income and family size and conducts a recertification
annually;
review patient files and documentation of actual charges and payments to
ensure SFDS policy is being correctly
and consistently enforced;
review system for tracking patient
charges and payments; and
test special program recipients (e.g.,
HIV) to ensure that participants in the
program have been diagnosed with the
requisite illness/eligibility.

CONCLUS
ONCLUSION
ON
All aspects of a health center’s sliding fee
discount program and related billing and
collections practices must be based on
written policies that have been approved
by its governing board, applied uniformly
to all patients, and further supported by
operating procedures. The reasonableness
of fees, and the percent of a full fee that is
assessed, may be subject to review or challenge by federal reviewers during routine
reviews by duly authorized federal staff or
their state counterparts.
Endnotes:
1. Program Information Notice 2014-02, “Sliding
Fee Discount and Related Billing and Collections
Program Requirements,” September 22, 2014
(PIN 2014-02). Available online at bphc.hrsa.gov/
policiesregulations/policies/pdfs/pin201402.pdf.
2. 42 U.S.C. §254b(k)(3)(F) and (G); See also 42 C.F.R.
51c.303(f ) and 51c.303(g); 42 C.F.R. 56.303(f ) and
56.303(g).
3. 42 U.S.C. § 254b(k)(3)(G)(i). Health centers are
required to prepare “a schedule of fees or payments for the provision of its services consistent with locally prevailing rates or charges
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4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9..
9

10.
11.
12.

and designed to cover its reasonable costs of
operation.”
42 U.S.C. § 254b(k)(3)(G)(iii). Health centers are
required to “assure that no patient will be denied
health care services due to an individual’s inability
to pay for such services; and … assure that any fees
or payments required by the center for such services
will be reduced or waived to enable the center to
fulfill the assurance … .”
The FPG are a version of the income thresholds used
by the U.S. Census Bureau to estimate the number of
people living in poverty. The thresholds are annual
income levels below which a person or family is considered to be living in poverty. The income threshold
increases by a constant amount for each additional
family member. The FPG are updated annually to
account for increases in the consumer price index. The
FPG can be accessed online at aspe.hhs.gov/poverty.
Referred to as “nominal fees” in 42 C.F.R. 51c.303(f )
and 56.303(f ). For the purposes of this PIN, “nominal
fees” will be referred to as “nominal charges” in order
to underscore that there is no relationship between
this charge and the term “fee” as used in “fee”
schedule.
42 U.S.C. §254b(k)(3)(F) and (G), 42 C.F.R. 51c.303(g)
and 56.303(g).
42
U.S.C. § 254b(k)(3)(G).
2U
TThe
he SFD
SSFDS
DS must be revised annually to reflect
updates
entire
disu
pdaatess tto the
e FPG, and tthe
e en
tire sliding
d g fee
ee d
count
program
should
by the
co
oun
nt p
pro
m also sh
ould be
be evaluated
v uated b
board
updated,
appropriate.
b
oarrd at
at least
ea annually
nnual and u
pdated, as ap
ropr e
Note
N t 1, supra.
Id.
The provision off some health
may b
be
h
h center services
i
associated with services/goods outside the health
center’s scope of project and provided by an entity
other than the health center (such as a hospital). In
such cases, the health center should inform patients
that they may be billed for the services/goods by

13.

14.

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

another entity in accordance with the other entity’s
policies and procedures.
Health centers may acquire/purchase and/or
facilitate access to supplies and equipment that are
related to but not included in the services as part of
prevailing standards of care.
HRSA cannot approve a health center unless the
health center: “Has prepared a schedule of fees or
payments for the provision of its services consistent
with locally prevailing rates or charges and designed
to cover its reasonable costs of operation …”
The guidelines are generally updated annually to
account for increases in the Consumer Price Index.
They are published in the Federal Register, usually
by early February of each calendar year. They are
also available on the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) poverty guidelines Web site
at aspe.hhs.gov/poverty.
Note 1, supra.
Id.
Id.
42 C.F.R. 51c.303(f ) and 56.303(f ).
Note 1, supra.
Such limitations may be specified by applicable federal and state law for Medicare and Medicaid and/or
terms and conditions of private payor contracts.
Note 1, supra.
HRSA Comments & Response on Draft Policy
Information
o Notice
ot c 2014-02, “Clarification of Sliding
Fee
Program Requirements” bphc.hrsa.gov/
ee Discount
Discount Pro
policiesregulations/policies/pdfs/pin201402
olicies egulati
comments.pdf.
Id.
42 U.S.C. §254b(k)(3)(E) and (F), 42 C.F.R. 51c.303(g)
and 56.303(g).
42 U.S.C. § 254b(k)(3)(F).
42 U.S.C. § 254b(k)(3)(G)(ii)(II).
42 U.S.C. § 254b((k)(3)(G)(ii) and (iii).
Note 1, supra.
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